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Abstract
In order to scale economically, data centers are increasingly evolving their data storage methods from the use of simple data
replication to the use of more powerful erasure codes, which provide the same level of reliability as replication but at a significantly
lower storage cost. In particular, it is well known that Maximum-Distance-Separable (MDS) codes, such as Reed-Solomon codes,
provide the maximum storage efficiency. While the use of codes for providing improved reliability in archival storage systems,
where the data is less frequently accessed (or so-called “cold data”), is well understood, the role of codes in the storage of more
frequently accessed and active “hot data”, where latency is the key metric, is less clear.
In this paper, we study data storage systems based on MDS codes through the lens of queueing theory, and term this the
“MDS queue.” We analytically characterize the (average) latency performance of MDS queues, for which we present insightful
scheduling policies that form upper and lower bounds to performance, and are observed to be quite tight. Extensive simulations
are also provided and used to validate our theoretical analysis. We also employ the framework of the MDS queue to analyse
different methods of performing so-called degraded reads (reading of partial data) in distributed data storage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two of the primary objectives of a storage system are to provide reliability and availability of the stored data: the system must
ensure that data is not lost even in the presence of individual component failures, and must be easily and quickly accessible
to the user whenever required. The classical means of providing reliability is to employ the strategy of replication, wherein
identical copies of the (entire) data are stored on multiple servers. However, this scheme is not very efficient in terms of
the storage space utilization. The exponential growth in the amount of data being stored today makes storage an increasingly
valuable resource, and has motivated data-centers today to increasingly turn to the use of more efficient erasure codes [1]–[5].
The most popular, and also most efficient storage codes are the Maximum-Distance-Separable (MDS) codes, e.g., Reed-
Solomon codes. An MDS code is typically associated to two parameters n and k. Under an (n, k) MDS code, a file is encoded
and stored in n servers such that (a) the data stored in any k of these n servers suffice to recover the entire file, and (b) the
storage space required at each server is 1k of the size of the original file.
1
While the reliability properties of erasure codes are very well understood, much less is known about their latency performance.
In this paper, we study coded data storage systems based on MDS codes through the lens of queueing theory. We term the
queue resulting from the use of codes that allow for recovery of the data from any k of the n nodes as “the MDS queue”. To
understand this queueing-theoretic perspective, consider a simple example with n = 4 and k = 2. Several files {Fi} are to be
stored in the 4 servers in a manner that no data is lost upon failure of any (n− k) = 2 of the n = 4 servers. This is achieved
via a (4, 2) MDS code under which, each file is partitioned into two halves Fi = [fi,1 fi,2], and the 4 servers store fi,1, fi,2,
(fi,1 + fi,2), and (fi,1 + 2fi,2) respectively for all i. Requests for reading individual files arrive as a stochastic process, which
are buffered and served by the system, and the resulting queue is termed an MDS queue (this shall be formalized later in the
paper).
An exact analysis of the MDS queue is hard in general: a Markov chain representation of the MDS queue has a state space
that is infinite in at-least k dimensions, and furthermore, the transitions are tightly coupled across the k dimensions. In this
paper, we present insightful scheduling policies that provide upper and lower bounds to the performance of the MDS queue,
and these are observed to be quite tight. Using these bounds we analytically characterize the (average) latency performance of
MDS queues, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The lower bounds (the ‘MDS-Reservation(t)’ scheduling policies) and the upper bounds (the ‘Mk/M/n(t)’ scheduling policies)
presented in this paper are both indexed by a parameter ‘t’. An increase in the value of t results in tighter bounds, but also
N. B. Shah was supported by a Berkeley Fellowship and K. Lee by a KFAS Fellowship. This work was also supported in part by NSF grant CCF-1116404.
1A more generic definition of an MDS code is that it is a code that satisfies the ‘Singleton bound’ [6].
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Fig. 1: The average latency of a system using an MDS code with n = 10 and k = 5. The service of each job is assumed to be drawn from
an exponential distribution with rate µ = 1. The curve titled ‘MDS’ corresponds to simulations of the exact coded system. Also plotted
are the analytically computed latencies of the lower bounds (MDS-Reservation(t) queues) and upper bounds (Mk/M/n(t) queues) presented
in this paper. We also confirmed that these analytically computed latencies closely match the simulated performances of the corresponding
scheduling policies.
increases the complexity of analysis. Furthermore, both classes of scheduling policies converge to the MDS scheduling policy
as t→∞. However, we observe that the performance of the MDS-Reservation(t) queue is very close to that of the MDS queue
for very small values of t (as small as t = 3), and the performance of the upper bounds Mk/M/n(t) closely follow that of the
MDS queue for values of t as small as t = 1. This can be observed in Fig. 1. The MDS-Reservation(t) scheduling policies
presented here are themselves practical alternatives to the MDS scheduling policy, since they require maintenance of a smaller
state, while offering highly comparable performance.
We also consider the problem of degraded reads (i.e., reading of partial data) in distributed storage systems, that has recently
attracted considerable interest in the coding-theory community. We employ the framework of the MDS queue to understand
and compare, from a queueing theoretic viewpoint, different methods of performing degraded reads.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the MDS queue system model. Section III discusses
related literature. Section IV describes the general approach and the notation followed in the paper. Section V presents the
MDS-Reservation(t) queues that lower bound the performance of the MDS queue. Section VI presents the Mk/M/n(t) queues
that upper bound the performance. Section VII presents analyses and comparisons of these queues. Section VIII presents
conclusions and discusses open problems. The appendix contains proofs of the theorems presented in the paper.
II. THE MDS QUEUE SYSTEM MODEL
We shall now describe a queueing theoretic model of a system employing an MDS code. As discussed previously, under an
MDS code, a file can be retrieved by downloading data from any k of the servers. We model this by treating each request for
reading a file as a batch of k jobs. The k jobs of a batch represent reading of k encodings of the file from k servers. A batch
is considered as served when k of its jobs have been served. For instance, in the example of the (n = 4, k = 2) system of
Section I, a request for reading file Fi (for some i) is treated as a batch of two jobs. To serve this request, the two jobs may
be served by any two of the four servers; for example, if the two jobs are served by servers 2 and 3, then they correspond to
reading fi,2 and (fi,1 +fi,2) respectively, which suffice to obtain Fi. We assume homogeneity among files and among servers:
the files are of identical size, and the n servers have identical performance characteristics.
Definition 1 (MDS queue): An MDS queue is associated to four parameters (n, k) and [λ, µ].
• There are n identical servers
• Requests enter into a (common) buffer of infinite capacity
• Requests arrive as a Poisson process with rate λ
• Each request comprises a batch of k jobs
• Each of the k jobs in a batch can be served by an arbitrary set of k distinct servers
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Fig. 2: Functioning of the MDS queue.
• The service time for a job at any server is exponentially distributed with rate µ, independent of all else
• The jobs are processed in order, i.e., among all the waiting jobs that an idle server is allowed to serve, it serves the one
which had arrived the earliest.
Algo. 1 formalizes the scheduling policy of the MDS queue.
Algorithm 1 MDS scheduling policy
On arrival of a batch
Assign as many of its jobs as possible to idle servers
Append remaining jobs (if any) as new batch at end of buffer
On departure from a server (say, server s)
If ∃ at least one batch in the buffer such that no job of this batch has been served by s
Among all such batches, find batch that arrived earliest
Assign a job from this batch to s
The following example illustrates the functioning of the MDS scheduling policy and the resultant MDS queue.
Example 1: Consider the MDS(n = 4, k = 2) queue, as depicted in Fig. 2. Here, each request comes as a batch of k = 2
jobs, and hence we denote each batch (e.g., A, B, etc.) as a pair of jobs ({A1, A2}, {B1, B2}, etc.). The two jobs in a batch
need to be served by (any) two distinct servers. Denote the four servers (from left to right) as servers 1, 2, 3 and 4. Suppose
the system is in the state as shown in Fig. 2a, wherein the jobs A2, A1, B1 and B2 are being served by the four servers,
and there are three more batches waiting in the buffer. Suppose server 1 completes servicing job A2 (Fig. 2b). This server
is now free to serve any of the 6 jobs waiting in the buffer. Since jobs are processed only in order, it begins serving job C1
(assignment of C2 would also have been valid). Next, suppose server 1 completes C1 before any other servers complete their
tasks (Fig. 2c). In this case, since server 1 has already served a job of batch C, it is not allowed to service C2. However, it
can service any job from the next batch {D1, D2}, and one of these two jobs is (arbitrarily) assigned to it. Finally, when one
of the other servers completes its service, that server is assigned job C2 (Fig. 2d).
A. Other Applications
The MDS queue also arises in other applications that require diversity or error correction. For instance, consider a system
with n processors, with the arriving jobs comprising computational tasks. It is often the case that the processors are not
completely reliable [7], and may give incorrect outputs at random instances. In order to guarantee a correct output, a job may
be processed at k different servers, and the results aggregated (perhaps by majority rule) to obtain the final answer. Such a
system results precisely in an MDS(n,k) queue (with some arrival and service-time distributions). In general, queues where
jobs require diversity, for purposes such as security, error-protection etc., may be modelled as an MDS queue. 2 Finally, even
in the setting of distributed storage systems, the MDS queue need not be restricted to analysing Maximum-Distance-Separable
codes alone, and can be used for any code that supports recovery of the files from ‘any k out of the n’ nodes.
2An analogy that the academic will relate to is that of reviewing papers. There are n reviewers in total, and each paper must be reviewed by k reviewers.
This forms an MDS(n,k) queue. The values of λ and µ considered should be such that λ
µ
is close to the maximum throughput, modelling the fact that
reviewers are generally busy.
4B. Exact Analysis
An exact analysis of the MDS queue is hard. The difficulty arises from the special property of the MDS queue, that each
of the k jobs of a batch must be served by k distinct servers. Thus, a Markov-chain representation of this queue is required to
have each state encapsulating not only the number of batches or jobs in the queue, but also the configuration of each batch in
the queue, i.e., the number of jobs of each batch currently being processed, the number completed processing, and the number
still waiting in the buffer. Thus, when there are b batches in the system, the system can have Ω
(
bk
)
possible configurations.
Since the number of batches b in the system can take any value in {0, 1, 2, . . .}, this leads to a Markov chain which has a
state space that has infinite states in at least k dimensions. Furthermore, the transitions along different dimensions are tightly
coupled. This makes the Markov chain hard to analyse, and in this paper, we provide scheduling policies for the MDS queue
that lower/upper bound the exact MDS queue.
III. RELATED LITERATURE
A. Queueing-theoretic analysis of coded systems
The study of latency of coded systems was initiated by Huang et al. in [8], which we build upon in this paper. In particular,
in [8], a ‘block-one-scheduling’ policy was presented, that provides a lower bound on the performance of the MDS queue with
k = 2. This policy is a special case of the MDS-Reservation(t) policies presented in this paper, and corresponds to the case
when t = 1. While the block-one-scheduling policy was analysed only for k = 2 in [8], the analysis in this paper applies to all
values of (n, k), and recovers the corresponding results of [8] as a special case. In addition, the MDS-Reservation(t) policies
of the present paper, when t > 1, provide significantly tighter bounds to the performance of the MDS queue (as can be seen
in Fig. 1). The present paper also provides upper bounds to the performance of the MDS queue.
The blocking probability of such systems in the absence of a buffer was previously studied in [9].
B. Fork-join queues for parallel processing
A class of queues that are closely related to the MDS queue is the class of fork-join queues [10], and in particular, fork-join
queues with variable subtasks [11]. The classical setup of fork-join queues assumes each batch to consist of n jobs, while
the setup of fork-join queues with variable subtasks assumes k jobs per batch for some parameter k ≤ n. However, under a
fork-join queue (with variable subtasks), each job must be served by a particular pre-specified server, while under an MDS
queue, the k jobs of a batch may be processed at any arbitrary set of k servers and this choice is governed by the scheduling
policy.
C. Redundant Requests
In a system that employs a (n, k) erasure code, the latency of serving the requests can potentially be reduced by sending
the requests redundantly to more than k servers. The request is deemed served when it is served in any one of these ways.
Following this, the other copies of this request may be removed from the system. A theoretical analysis when redundant
requests help is initiated in [12] under the MDS Queue model (and also under a distributed counterpart). It is shown in [12]
that, surprisingly, for any arbitrary arrival process, sending each request (redundantly) to all n servers results in the smallest
average latency (as compared to any other redundant-requesting policy) when the service time distribution is memoryless or
heavier. Bounds on the average latency when the requests are sent (redundantly) to all n servers are derived in an independent
work [13]. Approximations and empirical evaluations are performed in [14]–[17].
IV. OUR APPROACH AND NOTATION FOR LATENCY ANALYSIS OF THE MDS QUEUE
For each of the scheduling policies presented in this paper (that lower/upper bound the MDS queue), we represent the
respective resulting queues as continuous time Markov chains. We show that these Markov chains belong to a class of processes
known as Quasi-Birth-Death (QBD) processes (described below), and obtain their steady-state distribution by exploiting the
properties of QBD processes. This is then employed to compute other metrics such as the average latency, system occupancy,
etc.
Throughout the paper, we shall refer to the entire setup described in Section II as the ‘queue’ or the ‘system’. We shall
say that a batch is waiting (in the buffer) if at-least one of its jobs is still waiting in the buffer (i.e., has not begun service).
We shall use the term “ith waiting batch” to refer to the batch that was the ith earliest to arrive, among all batches currently
5waiting in the buffer. For example, in the system in the state depicted in Fig. 2a, there are three waiting batches: {C1, C2},
{D1, D2} and {E1, E2} are the first, second and third waiting batches respectively.
We shall frequently refer to an MDS queue as MDS(n,k) queue, and assume [λ, µ] to be some fixed (known) values. The
system will always be assumed to begin in a state where there are no jobs in the system. Since the arrival and service time
distributions have valid probability density functions, we shall assume that no two events occur at exactly the same time. We
shall use the notation a+ to denote max(a, 0).
Review of Quasi-Birth-Death (QBD) processes: Consider a continuous-time Markov process on the states {0, 1, 2, . . .}, with
transition rate λ0 from state 0 to 1, λ from state i to (i + 1) for all i ≥ 1, µ0 from state 1 to 0, and µ from state (i + 1)
to i for all i ≥ 1. This is a birth-death process. A QBD process is a generalization of such a birth-death process, wherein,
each state i of the birth-death process is replaced by a set of states. The states in the first set (corresponding to i = 0 in the
birth-death process) is called the set of boundary states, whose behaviour is permitted to differ from that of the remaining
states. The remaining sets of states are called the levels, and the levels are identical to each other (recall that all states i ≥ 1
in the birth-death process are identical). The Markov chain may have transitions only within a level or the boundary, between
adjacent levels, and between the boundary and the first level. The transition probability matrix of a QBD process is thus of
the form 
B1 B2 0 0 · · ·
B0 A1 A2 0 · · ·
0 A0 A1 A2 · · ·
0 0 A0 A1 · · ·
0 0 0 A0 · · ·
...
...
...
...
. . .

.
Here, the matrices B0, B1, B2, A0, A1 and A2 represent transitions entering the boundary from the first level, within the
boundary, exiting the boundary to the first level, entering a level from the next level, within a level, and exiting a level to the
next level respectively. If the number of boundary states is qb, and if the number of states in each level is q`, then the matrices
B0, B1 and B2 have dimensions (q` × qb), (qb × qb) and (qb × q`) respectively, and each of A0, A1 and A2 have dimensions
(q`×q`). The birth-death process described above is a special case with qb = q` = 1 and B0 = µ0, B1 = 0, B2 = λ0, A0 = µ,
A1 = 0, A2 = λ. Figures 4, 6 and 9 in the sequel also present examples of QBD processes.
QBD processes are very well understood [18], and their stationary distribution is fairly easy to compute. In this paper, we
employ the SMCSolver software package [19] for this purpose. In the next two sections, we present scheduling policies which
lower and upper bound the performance of the MDS queue, and show that the resulting queues can be represented as QBD
processes. This representation makes them them easy to analyse, and this is exploited subsequently in the analysis presented
in Section VII.
V. LOWER BOUNDS: MDS-RESERVATION(t) QUEUES
This section presents a class of scheduling policies (and resulting queues), which we call the MDS-Reservation(t) scheduling
policies (and MDS-Reservation(t) queues), whose performance lower bounds the performance of the MDS queue. This class
of scheduling policies are indexed by a parameter ‘t’: a higher value of t leads to a better performance and a tighter lower
bound to the MDS queue, but on the downside, requires maintenance of a larger state and is also more complex to analyse.
The MDS-Reservation(t) scheduling policy, in a nutshell, is as follows:
“apply the MDS scheduling policy, but with an additional restriction that for any i ∈ {t+ 1, t+ 2, . . .}, the ith waiting
batch is allowed to move forward in the buffer only when all k of its jobs can move forward together.”
We first describe in detail the special cases of t= 0 and t= 1, before moving on to the scheduling policy for a general t.
A. MDS-Reservation(0)
1) Scheduling policy: The MDS-Reservation(0) scheduling policy is rather simple: the batch at the head of the buffer may
start service only when k or more servers are idle. The policy is described formally in Algorithm 2.
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Fig. 3: An illustration of the MDS-Reservation(0) scheduling policy for a system with parameters (n = 4, k = 2). This policy prohibits the
servers to process jobs from a batch unless there are k idle servers that can process all k jobs of that batch. As shown in the figure, server
1 is barred from processing {C1, C2} in (a), but is subsequently allowed to do so when another server also becomes idle in (b).
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Fig. 4: State transition diagram of the MDS-Reservation(0) queue for n = 4 and k = 2. The notation at any state is the number of jobs
m in the system in that state. The set of boundary states are {0, 1, 2}, and the levels are pairs of states {3, 4}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}, etc. The
transition matrix is of the form (IV) with B0 = [0 0 3µ ; 0 0 0], B1 = [−λ 0 λ ; µ −(µ+λ) 0; 0 2µ −(2µ+λ)],
B2 = [0 0 ; λ 0 ; 0 λ], A0 = [0 3µ ; 0 0], A1 = [−(3µ+λ) 0 ; 4µ −(4µ+λ)], A2 = [λ 0 ; 0 λ].
Algorithm 2 MDS-Reservation(0) Scheduling Policy
On arrival of a batch
If number of idle servers < k
append new batch at the end of buffer
Else
assign k jobs of the batch to any k idle servers
On departure from server
If (number of idle servers≥k) and (buffer is non-empty)
assign k jobs of the first waiting batch to any k idle servers
Example 2: Consider the MDS(n=4,k=2) queue in the state depicted in Fig. 2a. Suppose the server 2 completes processing
job A1 (Fig. 3a). Upon this event, the MDS scheduling policy would have allowed server 2 to take up execution of either C1
or C2. However, this is not permitted under MDS-Reservation(0), and this server remains idle until a total of at least k = 2
servers become idle. Now suppose the third server completes execution of B1 (Fig. 3b). At this point, there are sufficiently
many idle servers to accommodate all k = 2 jobs of the batch {C1, C2}, and hence jobs C1 and C2 are assigned to servers 2
and 3.
We note that the MDS-Reservation(0) queue, when n = k, is identical to a split-merge queue [20].
2) Analysis: Observe that under the specific scheduling policy of MDS-Reservation(0), a batch that is waiting in the buffer
must necessarily have all its k jobs in the buffer, and furthermore, these k jobs go into the servers at the same time.
We now describe the Markovian representation of the MDS-Reservation(0) queue. We show that it suffices to keep track of
only the total number of jobs m in the entire system.
Theorem 1: A Markovian representation of the MDS-Reservation(0) queue has a state space {0, 1, . . . ,∞}, and any state
m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,∞} has transitions to: (i) state (m + k) at rate λ, (ii) if m ≤ n then to state (m− 1) at rate mµ, and (iii) if
m > n then to state (m − 1) at rate (n − (n −m) mod k))µ. The MDS-Reservation(0) queue is thus a QBD process, with
boundary states {0, 1, . . . , n− k}, and levels m ∈ {n− k + 1 + jk, . . . , n+ jk} for j = {0, 1, . . . ,∞}.
The state transition diagram of the MDS-Reservation(0) queue for (n = 4, k = 2) is depicted in Fig. 4.
Theorem 1 shows that the MDS-Reservation(0) queue is a QBD process, allowing us to employ the SMC solver to obtain
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Fig. 5: An illustration of the MDS-Reservation(1) scheduling policy, for a system with parameters (n = 4, k = 2). As shown in the figure,
this policy prohibits the servers from processing jobs of the second or later batches (e.g., {D1, D2} and E1, E2 in (b)), until they move to
the top of the buffer (e.g., {D1, D2} in (c)).
its steady-state distribution. Alternatively, the MDS-Reservation(0) queue is simple enough to analyse directly as well. To this
end, let y(m) denote the number of jobs being served when the Markov chain is in state m. From the description above, this
function can be written as:
y(m) =
{
m, if 0 ≤ i ≤ n
n− ((n−m) mod k), if m > n .
Let pi = [pi0 pi1 pi2 · · · ] denote the steady-state distribution of this chain. The global balance equation for the cut between
states (m− 1) and m gives:
pim =
λ
y(m)µ
 m−1∑
j=(m−k)+
pij
 ∀ m > 0. (1)
Using these recurrence equations, for any given (n, k), the distribution pi of the number of jobs in steady-state can be computed
easily.
B. MDS-Reservation(1)
1) Scheduling policy: The MDS-Reservation(0) scheduling policy discussed above allows the batches in the buffer to move
ahead only when all k jobs in the batch can move together. The MDS-Reservation(1) scheduling policy relaxes this restriction
for (only) the job at the head of the buffer. This is formalized in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 MDS-Reservation(1) Scheduling Policy
On arrival of a batch
If buffer is empty
assign one job each from new batch to idle servers
append remaining jobs of batch to the end of the buffer
On departure from server (say, server s):
If buffer is non-empty and no job from first waiting batch has been served by s
assign a job from first waiting batch to s
If first waiting batch had only one job in buffer & there exists another waiting batch
to every remaining idle server, assign a job from second waiting batch
Example 3: Consider the MDS(n=4,k=2) queue in the state depicted in Fig. 2a. Suppose server 2 completes processing
job A1 (Fig. 5a). Under MDS-Reservation(1), server 2 now begins service of job C1 (which is allowed by MDS, but was
prohibited under MDS-Reservation(0)). Now suppose that server 2 finishes this service before any other server (Fig. 5b). In
this situation, since server 2 has already processed one job from batch {C1, C2}, it is not allowed to process C2. However,
there exists another batch {D1, D2} in the buffer such that none of the jobs in this batch have been processed by the idle server
2. While the MDS scheduling policy would have allowed server 2 to start processing D1 or D2, this is not permitted under
MDS-Reservation(1), and the second server remains idle. Now, if server 3 completes service (Fig. 5c), then C2 is assigned to
server 3, allowing batch {D1, D2} to move up as the first batch. This now permits server 2 to begin service of job D1.
80, 0 0, 1 0, 2 0, 3 0, 4 1, 5 2, 6 1, 7 2, 8 1, 9 2, 10
1, 4 1, 6 1, 8 1, 10 · · ·
· · ·
λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ
λλ λ
µ 2µ 3µ 4µ 3µ 4µ 3µ 4µ 3µ 4µ
3µ 3µ 3µ 3µ
µ µ µ
Fig. 6: State transition diagram of the MDS-Reservation(1) queue for n = 4 and k = 2. The notation at any state is (w1,m). The subset of
states that are never visited are not shown. The set of boundary states are {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}×{0, 1, 2}, and the levels are sets {5, 6}×{0, 1, 2},
{7, 8} × {0, 1, 2}, etc.
The MDS-Reservation(1) scheduling policy is identical to the block-one-Scheduling policy proposed in [8]. While this
scheme was analysed in [8] only for the case of k = 2, in this paper, we present a more general analysis that holds for all
values of the parameter k.
2) Analysis: The following theorem describes the Markovian representation of the MDS-Reservation(1) queue. Each state
in this representation is defined by two quantities: (i) the total number of jobs m in the system, and (ii) the number of jobs
w1 of the first waiting batch, that are still in the buffer.
Theorem 2: The Markovian representation of the MDS-Reservation(1) queue has a state space {0, 1, . . . , k}×{0, 1, . . . ,∞}.
It is a QBD process with boundary states {0, . . . , k} × {0, . . . , n}, and levels {0, . . . , k} × {n− k + 1 + jk, . . . , n+ jk} for
j = {1, 2, . . . ,∞}.
The state transition diagram of the MDS-Reservation(1) queue for (n = 4, k = 2) is depicted in Fig. 6.
Note that the state space {0, 1, . . . , k} × {0, 1, . . . ,∞} has several states that will never be visited during the execution of
the Markov chain. For instance, the states (w1 > 0,m ≤ n − k) never occur. This is because w1 > 0 implies existence of
some job waiting in the buffer, while m ≤ n−k implies that k or more servers are idle. The latter condition implies that there
exists at least one idle server that can process a job from the first waiting batch, and hence the value of w1 must be smaller
than that associated to that state, thus proving the impossibility of the system being in that state.
C. MDS-Reservation(t) for a general t
1) Scheduling policy: Algorithm 4 formally describes the MDS-Reservation(t) scheduling policy.
Algorithm 4 MDS-Reservation(t) Scheduling Policy
On arrival of a batch
If buffer has strictly fewer than t batches
Assign jobs of new batch to idle servers
Append remaining jobs of batch to end of buffer
On departure of job from a server (say, server s)
Find iˆ=min{i≥1: s has not served job of ith waiting batch}
Let bt+1 be the (t+ 1)th waiting batch (if any)
If iˆ exists & iˆ ≤ t
Assign a job of iˆth waiting batch to s
If iˆ = 1 & the first waiting batch had only one job in the buffer & bt+1 exists
To every remaining idle server, assign a job from batch bt+1
The following example illustrates the MDS-Reservation(t) scheduling policy when t= 2.
Example 4: (t=2). Consider the MDS(n=4,k=2) queue in the state depicted in Fig. 2a. Suppose the second server completes
processing job A1 (Fig. 7a). Under the MDS-Reservation(2) scheduling policy, server 2 now begins service of job C1. Now
suppose that server 2 finishes this service as well, before any other server completes its respective service (Fig. 7b). In this
situation, while MDS-Reservation(1) would have mandated server 2 to remain idle, MDS-Reservation(2) allows it to start
processing a job from the next batch {D1, D2}. However, if the server also completes processing of this job before any other
server (Fig. 7c), then it is not allowed to take up a job of the third batch {E1, E2}. Now suppose server 3 completes service
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Fig. 7: An illustration of the working of the MDS-Reservation(2) scheduling policy, for a system with parameters (n = 4, k = 2). As shown
in the figure, this policy prohibits the servers from processing jobs of the third and later batches (e.g., batch {E1, E2} in (c)), until they
move higher in the buffer (e.g., as in (d)).
(Fig. 7d). Server 3 can begin serving job C2, thus clearing batch {C1, C2} from the buffer, and moving the two remaining
batches up in the buffer. Batch {E1, E2} is now within the threshold of t= 2, allowing it to be served by the idle server 2.
2) Analysis:
Theorem 3: The Markovian representation of the MDS-Reservation(t) queue has a state space {0, 1, . . . , k}t×{0, 1, . . . ,∞}.
It is a QBD process with boundary states {0, . . . , k}t×{0, . . . , n−k+tk}, and levels {0, . . . , k}t×{n−k+1+jk, . . . , n+jk}
for j = {t, t+ 1, . . . ,∞}.
The proof of Theorem 3 also describes how one can obtain the configuration of the entire system from only the number of
jobs in the system, under the MDS-Reservation(t) scheduling policies.
One can see that the sequence of MDS-Reservation(t) queues, as t increases, becomes closer to the MDS queue. This results
in tighter bounds, and also increased complexity of the transition diagrams. The limit of this sequence is the MDS queue itself.
Theorem 4: The MDS-Reservation(t) queue, when t =∞, is precisely the MDS queue.
VI. UPPER BOUNDS: Mk/M/n(t) QUEUES
In this section, we present a class of scheduling policies (and resulting queues), which we call the Mk/M/n(t) scheduling
policies (and Mk/M/n(t) queues), whose performance upper bounds the performance of the MDS queue. The scheduling policies
presented here relax the constraint of requiring the k jobs in a batch to be processed by k distinct servers. While the Mk/M/n(t)
scheduling policies and the Mk/M/n(t) queues are not realizable in practice, they are presented here only to obtain upper
bounds to the performance of the MDS queue.
The Mk/M/n(t) scheduling policy, in a nutshell, is as follows:
“apply the MDS scheduling policy whenever there are t or fewer batches in the buffer; when there are more than t
batches in the buffer, ignore the restriction requiring the k jobs of a batch to be processed by distinct servers.”
We first describe the Mk/M/n(0) queue in detail, before moving on to the general Mk/M/n(t) queues.
A. Mk/M/n(0)
1) Scheduling policy: The Mk/M/n(0) scheduling policy operates by completely ignoring the restriction of assigning distinct
servers to jobs of the same batch. This is described formally in Algorithm 5.
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Fig. 8: Illustration of the working of the Mk/M/n(0) scheduling policy. This policy allows a server to process more than one jobs of the
same batch. As shown in the figure, server 1 processes both C1 and C2.
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Fig. 9: State transition diagram of the Mk/M/n(0) queue for n = 4 and k = 2. The notation at any state is the number of jobs m in the
system in that state. The set of boundary states are {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, and the levels are pairs of states {5, 6}, {7, 8}, etc. The transition matrix
is of the form (IV) with B0 = [0 0 0 0 4µ ; 0 0 0 0 0], B1 = [−λ 0 λ 0 0; µ −(µ+λ) 0 λ 0; 0 2µ −(2µ+
λ) 0 λ; 0 0 3µ −(3µ+λ) 0; 0 0 0 4µ −(4µ+λ)], B2 = [0 0 ; 0 0 ; 0 0 ; λ 0 ; 0 λ], A0 = [0 4µ ; 0 0],
A1 = [−(4µ+λ) 0 ; 4µ −(4µ+λ)], A2 = [λ 0 ; 0 λ].
Algorithm 5 Mk/M/n(0)
On arrival of a batch
assign jobs of this batch to idle servers (if any)
append remaining jobs at the end of the buffer
On departure from a server
If buffer is not empty
assign a job from the first waiting batch to this server
Note that the Mk/M/n(0) queue is identical to the Mk/M/n queue, i.e., an M/M/n queue with batch arrivals.
The following example illustrates the working of the Mk/M/n(0) scheduling policy.
Example 5: Consider the MDS(n=4,k=2) queue in the state depicted in Fig. 2a. Suppose the first server completes processing
job A2, as shown in Fig. 8a. Under the Mk/M/n(0) scheduling policy, server 1 now takes up job C1. Next suppose server 1
also finishes this task before any other server completes service (Fig. 8b). In this situation, the MDS scheduling policy would
prohibit job C2 to be served by the first server. However, under the scheduling policy of Mk/M/n(0), we relax this restriction,
and permit server 1 to begin processing C2.
2) Analysis: We now describe a Markovian representation of the Mk/M/n(0) scheduling policy, and show that it suffices to
keep track of only the total number of jobs m in the system.
Theorem 5: The Markovian representation of the Mk/M/n(0) queue has a state space {0, 1, . . . ,∞}, and any state m ∈
{0, 1, . . . ,∞}, has transitions (i) to state (m + k) at rate λ, and (ii) if m > 0, then to state (m − 1) at rate min(n,m)µ. It
is a QBD process with boundary states {0, . . . , k} × {0, . . . , n}, and levels {0, . . . , k} × {n − k + 1 + jk, . . . , n + jk} for
j = {1, 2, . . . ,∞}.
The state transition diagram of the Mk/M/n(0) queue for n = 4, k = 2 is shown in Fig. 9.
Theorem 5 shows that the MDS-Reservation(0) queue is a QBD process, allowing us to employ the SMC solver to obtain
its steady-state distribution. Alternatively, the Mk/M/n(0) queue is simple enough to allow for a direct analysis as well. Let pim
denote the stationary probability of any state m ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,∞}. Then, for any m ∈ {1, . . . ,∞}, the global balance equation
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Fig. 10: Illustration of the working of the Mk/M/n(1) scheduling policy. This policy allows a server to begin processing a job of a batch
that it has already served, unless this batch is the only batch waiting in the buffer. As shown in the figure, server 1 cannot process C2 in
(b) since it has already processed C1 and C is the only waiting batch; this restriction is removed upon on arrival of another batch in the
buffer in (d).
for the cut between states (m− 1) and m gives:
pim =
λ
min(m,n)µ
m−1∑
j=(m−k)+
pij . (2)
The stationary distribution of the Markov chain can now be computed easily from these equations.
B. Mk/M/n(t) for a general t
1) Scheduling policy: Algorithm 6 formally describes the Mk/M/n(t) scheduling policy.
Algorithm 6 Mk/M/n(t) Scheduling Policy
On arrival of a batch
If buffer has strictly fewer than t batches
Assign jobs of new batch to idle servers
Else if buffer has t batches
Assign jobs of first batch to idle servers
If first batch is cleared
Assign jobs of new batch to idle servers
Append remaining jobs of new batch to end of buffer
On departure of job from a server (say, server s)
If number of batches in buffer is strictly greater than t
Assign job from first batch in buffer to this server
Else
Among all batches in buffer that s has not served, find the one that arrived earliest; assign a job of this batch to s
Example 6: (t=1). Consider a system in the state shown in Fig. 10a. Suppose server 1 completes execution of job C1
(Fig. 10b). In this situation, the processing of C2 by server 1 would be allowed under Mk/M/n(0), but prohibited in the
MDS queue. The Mk/M/n(1) queue follows the scheduling policy of the MDS queue whenever the total number of batches
in the buffer is no more than 1, and hence in this case, server 1 remains idle. Next, suppose there is an arrival of a new
batch (Fig. 10c). At this point there are two batches in the buffer, and the Mk/M/n(1) scheduling policy switches its mode of
operation to allowing any server to serve any job. Thus, the first server now begins service of C2 (Fig. 10d).
2) Analysis:
Theorem 6: The state transition diagram of the Mk/M/n(t) queue has a state space {0, 1, . . . , k}t × {0, 1, 2, . . .}. It is a
QBD process with boundary states {0, . . . , k}t × {0, . . . , n+ tk}, and levels {0, . . . , k}t × {n− k + 1 + jk, . . . , n+ jk} for
j = {t+ 1, t+ 2, . . . ,∞}.
The proof of Theorem 6 also describes how one can obtain the configuration of the entire system from only the number of
jobs in the system, under the Mk/M/n(t) scheduling policies.
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As in the case of MDS-Reservation(t) queues, one can see that the sequence of Mk/M/n(t) queues, as t increases, becomes
closer to the MDS queue. On increase in the value of parameter t, the bounds become tighter, but the complexity of the
transition diagrams also increases, and the limit of this sequence is the MDS queue itself.
Theorem 7: The Mk/M/n(t) queue, when t =∞, is precisely the MDS(n,k) queue.
Remark 1: The class of queues presented in this section have another interesting intellectual connection with the MDS
queue: the performance of an MDS(n,k) queue is lower bounded by the Mk/M/(n-k+1)(t) queue for all values of t.
VII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF VARIOUS SCHEDULING POLICIES
In this section we analyse the performance of the MDS-Reservation(t) and the Mk/M/n(t) queues. The analysis is performed
by first casting these queues as quasi-birth-death processes (as shown in Theorems 3 and 6), and then building on the properties
of quasi-birth-death processes to compute the average latency and throughput of each of these queues. Via simulations, we
then validate these analytical results and also look at the performance of these queues with respect to additional metrics. We
see that under each of these metrics, for the parameters simulated, the performance of the lower bound MDS-Reservation(t)
queues (with t = 3) closely follows the performance of the upper bound Mk/M/n(t) queues (with t = 1).
A. Maximum throughput
The maximum throughput is the maximum possible number of requests that can be served by the system per unit time.
Theorem 8: Let ρ∗Resv(t), ρ
∗
MDS , and ρ
∗
Mk/M/n(t) denote the maximum throughputs of the MDS-Reservation(t), MDS, and
Mk/M/n(t) queues respectively. Then,
ρ∗MDS=ρ
∗
Mk/M/n(t) =
n
k
.
When k is treated as a constant, (
1−O(n−2)) n
k
≤ρ∗Resv(t)≤
n
k
.
In particular, for any t≥1, when k=2, (
1− 1
2n2−2n+1
)
n
k
=ρ∗Resv(1)≤ρ∗Resv(t) ,
and when k=3, (
1− 4n
3−8n2+2n+4
3n5−12n4+22n3−29n2+26n−8
)
n
k
=ρ∗Resv(1)≤ρ∗Resv(t)
Note that the special case of Theorem 8, for the MDS-Reservation(1) queue with k = 2, also recovers the throughput results
of [8]. Moreover, as compared to the proof techniques of [8], the proofs in this paper are much simpler and do not require
computation of the stationary distribution. Using the techniques presented in the proof of Theorem 8, explicit bounds analogous
to those for k = 2, 3 in Theorem 8 can be computed for k ≥ 4 as well.
Fig. 11 plots loss in maximum throughput incurred by the MDS-Reservation(1) and the MDS-Reservation(2) queues, as
compared to that of the MDS queue.
B. System occupancy
The system occupancy at any given time is the number of jobs present (i.e., that have not yet been served completely) in
the system at that time. This includes jobs that are waiting in the buffer as well as the jobs being processed in the servers at
that time. The distribution of the system occupancy is obtained directly from the stationary distribution of the Markov chains
constructed in sections V and VI. Fig. 12 plots the complementary cdf of the the number of jobs in the system in the steady
state. Observe that the analytical upper and lower bounds from the MDS-Reservation(2) and the Mk/M/n(1) queues respectively
are very close to each other.
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C. Latency
The latency faced by a batch is the time from its arrival into the system till the completion of service of k of its jobs.
Average: We have analytically computed the average batch latencies of the MDS-Reservation(t) and the Mk/M/n(t) queues
in the following manner. We first compute the steady state distribution pi of the number of jobs in the system. As discussed
in the previous sections, each state i in the corresponding Markov chain is associated to a unique configuration of the jobs in
the system. Now, the average latency di faced by a batch entering when the system is in state i can be computed easily by
employing the Markovian representations of the queues presented previously. Since Poisson arrivals see time averages [21],
the average latency faced by a batch in the steady state is given by
∑
i piidi.
Fig. 1 plots the average latency faced by a batch in the steady state. Observe that the performance of the MDS-Reservation(t)
scheduling policy, for t as small as 3, is extremely close to that of the MDS scheduling policy and to the upper bounding
Mk/M/n(1) scheduling policy.
Tails (simulations only): We also look at the tails of the latency-distribution via simulations. Fig. 13 plots the 99th percentile
of the distribution of the latency. Also observe how closely the bound MDS-Reservation(3) follows the exact MDS.
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D. Waiting probability
The waiting probability is the probability that, in the steady state, one or more jobs of an arriving batch will have to
wait in the buffer and will not be served immediately. As shown previously, under the MDS-Reservation(t) and the Mk/M/n(t)
scheduling policies, the system configuration at any time is determined by the state of the Markov chain, which also determines
whether a newly arriving batch needs to wait or not. Thus, the waiting probability can be computed directly from the steady
state distribution of the number of jobs in the system. Fig. 14 plots the waiting probability for the different queues considered
in the paper. Observe how tightly the Mk/M/n(1) and the MDS-Reservation(2) queues bound the waiting probability of the
MDS queue.
E. Degraded Reads
The system considered so far assumed that each incoming request desires one entire file (from any k servers). In certain
applications, incoming requests may sometimes require only a part of the file, say, the part that is stored in one of the servers.
In the event that a server is busy or has failed, one may serve requests for that part from the data stored in the remaining
servers. This operation is termed a ‘degraded read’. Under an MDS code, a degraded read may be performed by obtaining
the entire file from the data stored in any k of the (n − 1) remaining servers, and then extracting the desired part. Such an
operation is generally called ‘data-reconstruction’.
Dimakis et al. recently proposed a new model, called the regenerating codes model, as a basis to design alternative codes
supporting faster degraded reads. Several explicit codes under this model have been constructed subsequently, e.g., [22]–[25].
In particular, the product-matrix (PM) codes proposed in [23] are practical codes that possess several appealing properties.
One feature of the product-matrix codes is that they are associated to an additional parameter d (≤ n − 1), and can recover
the desired data by reading and downloading a fraction 1d−k+1
th of the requisite data from any d of the remaining (n − 1)
servers. This method of performing degraded reads entails a smaller total download but requires connectivity to more nodes,
and hence the gains achieved by this method in a dynamic setting are unclear. This operation is generally called a ‘node-repair’
operation in the literature.
We employ the framework of the MDS queue to compare these two methods of performing degraded reads: the data-
reconstruction method results in an MDS(n-1,k) queue, while the node-repair operation leads to an MDS(n-1,d) queue (with a
different service rate). Fig. 15 depicts average latency incurred under the two methods when n = 6, k = 2 and d = 3. We see
that the product-matrix/regenerating codes perform consistently better in terms of the latency performance. The key insight is
that the property of being able to read from any d servers provides a great deal of flexibility to the degraded-read operations
under a product-matrix code, enabling it to match up (and beat) the performance of the data-reconstruction operation.
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VIII. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We aim to use the results of this paper as a starting point for analysis of more complex systems that mimic the real world
more closely. In particular, we intend to build upon the “MDS-Queue” framework presented here to analyse queues that relax
one or more of the assumptions made in the paper, e.g., having general service times, heterogeneous requests or servers,
non-MDS codes, and decentralized queues.
In this paper, while we characterized the metrics of average latency and throughput analytically, we also used simulations
to examine the performance of the queues in terms of several additional metrics. We observed in these simulations that the
MDS-Reservation(t) and the Mk/M/n(t) scheduling policies result in a performance very close to that of the exact MDS
queue for values of t as small as 3. Thus, even respect to these metrics, an analysis of the (simpler) scheduling policies of
MDS-Reservation(t) and Mk/M/n(t) may provide rather-accurate estimations of the performance of MDS codes.
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APPENDIX
PROOFS OF THEOREMS
Additional Notation used in the proofs: Table I enumerates notation for various parameters that describe the system at any
given time. To illustrate this notation, consider again the system depicted in Fig. 2a. Here, the parameters listed in Table I take
values m = 10, z = 0, b = 3, s1 = 0, s2 = 0, s3 = 0, w1 = 2, w2 = 2 and w3 = 2. One can verify that keeping track of
these parameters leads to a valid Markov chain (under each of the scheduling policies discussed in this paper). Note that we
do not keep track of the jobs of a batch once all k jobs of that batch have begun to be served, nor do we track what servers
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are serving what jobs. This is to ensure a smaller complexity of representation an2d computation. Further note that in terms
of the parameters listed in Table I, the number of servers that are busy at any given time is equal to (n− z). For batch i in the
buffer (i ∈ {1, . . . , b}), the number of jobs that have completed service is equal to (k − si − wi). For any integer i, wi = 0
will mean that there is no ith waiting batch in the buffer.
Proof of Theorem 1: Since the scheduling policy mandates all k jobs of any batch to start service together, the number
of jobs in the buffer is necessarily a multiple of k. Furthermore, when the buffer is not empty, the number of servers that are
idle must be strictly smaller than k (since otherwise, the first waiting batch can be served). It follows that when m ≤ n, the
buffer is empty (b = 0), and all m jobs are being served by m servers (and z = (n −m) servers are idle). When m > n,
the buffer is not empty. Assuming there are z idle servers, there must be (n − z) jobs currently being served, and hence
there are m− (n− z) jobs in the buffer. However, since the number of jobs in the buffer must be a multiple of k, and since
z ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − 1}, it must be that z = (n −m) mod k. Thus, when m > n, there are b = m−n+zk batches waiting in the
buffer, and wi = k, si = 0 ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , b}. We have thus shown that the knowledge of m suffices to completely describe
the system.
Once we have determined the configuration of the system as above, it is now easy to obtain the transitions between the
states. An arrival of a batch increases the total number of jobs in the system by k, and hence the transition from state m to
(m+ k) at rate λ. When m ≤ n, all m jobs are being served, and the buffer is empty. Thus, the total number of jobs in the
system reduces to (m− 1) at rate mµ. When m > n, the number of jobs being served is n− z = n− ((n−m) mod k), and
thus there is a transition from state m to (m− 1) at rate (n− ((n−m) mod k))µ.
Proof of Theorem 2: Results as a special case of Theorem 3. As a side note, in any given state (w1,m) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}×
{0, 1, . . . ,∞} of the resulting Markov chain, the number of idle servers is given by z = n − m if m ≤ n − k, and z =
(n+ w1 −m) mod k otherwise. The state (w1,m) has transitions to state:
• ((m+ k − n)+,m+ k) at rate λ, if w1 = 0.
• (w1,m+ k) at rate λ, if w1 6= 0
• (w1,m− 1) at rate mµ, if w1 = 0.
• (w1,m− 1) at rate (k − w1 − z)µ, if w1 6= 0
• (w1 − 1,m− 1) at rate (n− k + w1)µ, if (w1 > 1 or (w1 = 1 & m ≤ n+ 1))
• ((k − z)+,m− 1) at rate (n− k + w1)µ, if (w1 = 1 & m > n+ 1).
Proof of Theorem 3: For any state of the system (w1, w2, . . . , wt,m) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}t × {0, 1, . . . ,∞}, define
q =

0 if w1 = 0
t else if wt 6= 0
arg max{t′ : wt′ 6= 0, 1 ≤ t′ ≤ t} otherwise.
(3)
It can be shown that
b =

0 if q = 0
q if 0 < q < t
t+
⌊
m−∑tj=1 wi−n
k
⌋
otherwise,
(4)
z = n− (m−
t∑
j=1
wj − (b− t)+k) , (5)
Value Meaning Range
m number of jobs in the entire system 0 to ∞
z number of idle servers 0 to n
b number of waiting batches 0 to ∞
{si}bi=1 number of of jobs of ith waiting batch, in the servers 0 to k − 1
{wi}bi=1 number of of jobs of ith waiting batch, in the buffer 0 to k
TABLE I: Notation used to describe state of the system.
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for i ∈ {1, . . . , b}, si =

wi+1 − wi if i ∈ {1, . . . , q − 1}
k − z − wq if i = q
0 if i ∈ {q + 1, . . . , b},
(6)
and
for i ∈ {t+ 1, . . . , b}, wi = k . (7)
Given the complete description of the state of the system as above, the characterization of the transition diagram is a
straightforward task.
It is not difficult to see that the MDS-Reservation(t) queue has the following two key features: (a) any transition event
changes the value of m by at most k, and (b) for m ≥ n − k + 1 + tk, the transition from any state (w1, m) to any other
state (w′1, m
′ ≥ n− k + 1 + tk) depends on mmod k and not on the actual value of m. This results in a QBD process with
boundary states and levels as specified in the statement of the theorem. Intuitively, this says that when m ≥ n− k + 1 + tk,
the presence of an additional batch at the end of the buffer has no effect on the functioning of the system. (In contrast, when
m < n − k + 1 + tk, the system may behave differently if there was to be an additional batch, due to the possibility of this
batch being within the threshold t. For instance, a job of this additional batch may be served upon completion of service at a
server, which is not possible if this additional batch was not present).
Proof of Theorem 4: The MDS-Reservation(t) scheduling policy treats the first t waiting batches in the buffer as per
the MDS scheduling policy, while imposing an additional restriction on batches (t+ 1) onwards. When t=∞, every batch is
treated as in MDS, thus making MDS-Reservation(∞) identical to MDS.
Proof of Theorem 5: Under Mk/M/n(0), any job can be processed by any server, and hence a server may be idle
only when the buffer is empty. Thus, when m ≤ n, all m jobs are in the servers, and the buffer is empty. When m > n,
all the n servers are full and the remaining (m − n) jobs are in the buffer. The transitions follow as a direct consequence
of these observations. It also follows that when m ≤ n, b = 0 and z = n − m. In addition, in state m (> n) it must be
that w1 = (m − n)modk, b = dm−nk e, and for i ∈ {2, . . . , b}, wi = k. Thus the knowledge of m suffices to describe the
configuration of the entire system.
Proof of Theorem 6: For any state (w1,w2,...,wt,m), define q as in (3). The values of b, z, wi, are identical to that in the
proof of Theorem 3. Given the complete description of the state of the system as above, the characterization of the transition
diagram is a straightforward task. It is not difficult to see that the Mk/M/n(t) queues have the following two key features: (a)
any transition event changes the value of m by at most k, and (b) for m ≥ n+ 1 + tk, the transition from any state (w1,m) to
any other state (w′1,m
′ ≥ n+ 1 + tk) depends on mmod k and not on the actual value of m. This results in a QBD process
with boundary states and levels as specified in the statement of the theorem. Intuitively, this says that when m ≥ n+ 1 + tk,
the total number of waiting batches is strictly greater than t. In this situation, the presence of an additional batch at the end
of the buffer has no effect on the functioning of the system.
Proof of Theorem 7: The Mk/M/n(t) scheduling policy follows the MDS scheduling policy when the number of batches
in the buffer is less than or equal to t. Thus, Mk/M/n(∞) is always identical to MDS.
Proof of Theorem 8: In the MDS queue, suppose there are a large number of batches waiting in the buffer. Then,
whenever a server completes a service, one can always find a waiting batch that has not been served by that server. Thus, no
server is ever idle. Since the system has n servers, each serving jobs with times i.i.d. exponential with rates µ, the average
number of jobs exiting the system per unit time is nµ. The above argument also implies that under no circumstances (under
any scheduling policy), can the average number of jobs exiting the system per unit time exceed nµ. Finally, since each batch
consists of k jobs, the rate at which batches exit the system is λ∗MDS =
nµ
k per unit time. Since the M
k/M/n(t) queues upper
bound the performance of the MDS queue, λ∗
Mk/M/n(t)
= nµk for every t.
We shall now evaluate the maximum throughput of MDS-Reservation(1) by exploiting properties of QBD systems. In general,
the maximum throughput λ∗ of any QBD system is the value of λ such that: ∃ v satisfying vT (A0 + A1 + A2) = 0 and
vTA01 = v
TA21, where 1 = [1 1 · · · 1]T . Note that the matrices A0, A1 and A2 are affine transformations of λ (for fixed
values of µ and k). Using the values of A0, A1, A2 in the QBD representation of MDS-Reservation(1), we can show that
λ∗Resv(1) ≥ (1 − O(n−2))nkµ. For t≥ 2, each of the MDS-Reservation(t) queues upper bound MDS-Reservation(1), and are
themselves upper bounded by the MDS queue. It follows that nkµ ≥ λ∗Resv(t) ≥ (1−O(n−2))nkµ for t≥ 1.
The value of λ∗Resv(t) can be explicitly computed for any value of n, k and t via the method described above. We perform
this computation for k = 2 and k = 3 when t= 1 to obtain the result mentioned in the statement of the theorem. We show the
computation for k = 2 here.
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When k = 2 and t= 1, the jth level of the QBD process consists of states {0, 1, 2}×{n−1+2j, n+2j} for j ≥ 1. However,
as seen in Fig. 6, several of these states never occur. In particular, in level j, only the states (1, n− 1 + 2j), (1, n+ 2j) and
(2, n+ 2j) may be visited. Thus, to simplify notation, in the following discussion we consider the QBD process assuming the
existence of only these three states (in that order) in every level. Under this representation, we have
A0 =
0 µ (n− 1)µ0 0 0
0 0 0
 , A1 =
−nµ− λ 0 0(n− 1)µ −(n− 1)µ− λ 0
nµ 0 −nµ− λ
 , A2 =
λ 0 00 λ 0
0 0 λ
 .
⇒ A0 +A1 +A2 =
 −n 1 n− 1n− 1 −(n− 1) 0
n 0 −n
µ (8)
One can verify that the vector
v =
[
v1 v2 v3
]T
=
[
n− 1 1 (n−1)2n
]T
satisfies
vT (A0 +A1 +A2) = 0. (9)
Thus,
vTA01 = n(n− 1)µ, (10)
and
vTA21 = λ
(
n+
(n− 1)2
n
)
. (11)
According to the properties of QBD processes, the value of λ = λ∗Resv(1) must satisfy v
TA01 = v
TA21. Thus,
λ∗Resv(1) =
n2(n− 1)
2n2 − 2n+ 1 =
(
1− 1
2n2 − 2n+ 1
)
n
2
µ. (12)
